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LOss of neurotrophic factors in neurodegenerative DEmentias: Back to the
crossroads of proteins
Neurodegenerative dementias are characterised by a continuous loss of neurons that are not replaced. Why
neurons die in disease-affected brain regions is still a matter of discussion. This project explores a key common
pathological mechanism across the three major neurodegenerative diseases leading to dementia: Alzheimer’s
disease, Frontotemporal dementia, and Lewy body dementia. Specifically, our project aims at deciphering the
link between neurotrophic factors and exosomes in neurodegenerative dementias. Exosomes are part of the
family of ‘‘bioactive vesicles’’. Their role in the bloodstream, where the distal communication between cells is
crucial, has been extensively described in particular related to the immune system. Exosomes secretion can be
used by cells – including neurons – to discard molecules or to exchange molecules.
We imagine that, in a ‘‘rarefied’’ neuronal network, occurring invariably during ageing, exosomes could be
the key player of neuronal communication: accordingly, survival of neurons could be easily affected by factors modulating exosomes release and/or composition. If successful, the project may open new perspectives in
the dementia field, help to translate recent advances in exosome research into the clinical context for a more
accurate and early diagnosis of dementia, foster nanotechnology approaches for brain drug delivery in neurodegenerative dementias and foster the development of tailored assays.
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